Unstable transmission of the RS447 human megasatellite tandem repetitive sequence that contains the USP17 deubiquitinating enzyme gene.
The RS447 megasatellite DNA, which maps to human chromosome 4p16.1, is a highly polymorphic conserved tandem repetitive sequence containing a functional deubiquitinating enzyme gene, USP17. To characterize the hypervariability seen in RS447 fully, we have conducted a pedigree analysis of RS447 transmission by high-resolution pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. We have identified 44 distinct alleles in 74 unrelated chromosomes containing 20-103 copies of the 4.7-kb RS447 unit. Five of 60 parent-to-offspring transmissions clearly show changes in copy number, indicating a high frequency (approximately 8.3%) of meiotic instability. Evidence for somatic mosaicism has also been observed. Searches of the database have revealed the presence of minor RS447 sequences mapping to chromosome 8p23, raising the possibility of a rearrangement or transposition of RS447 within the human genome. These results suggest that the unstable nature of RS447 megasatellite DNA gives rise to its hypervariability and may contribute to the structural dynamics of this repetitive DNA in the genome.